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1911 3" Barrel OWB 
w/Body shield Holster

1911 4 1/2" Barrel IWB 
w/Body shield

3" 1911 OWB Black holster

1911 4 1/4" Barrel IWB 
w/Bodyshield

1911 3.5" Barrel OWB w/
Body shield Holster

1911 4" OWB w/Body 
shield Holster

  This is a custom hand made Black 
Holster for the 3" 1911 OWB /Body shield 
Item #0115. This holster was made for 
Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the 1911 4 1/2" IWB /Body shield Item 
#0314. This holster was made for Inside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and 
different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black 
Holster for the 1911 3". This holster was 
made for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5" 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the 1911 4 1/4" IWB /Body shield Item 
#0314. This holster was made for Inside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and 
different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the 3.5" 1911 OWB /Body shield Item 
#0125. This holster was made for Outside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and 
different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the 4” 1911 OWB Item #0135. This hol-
ster was made for Outside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. 
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

$49.99 $45.00 $49.95

$55.00 $55.00 $49.95

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR 1911
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INDEX

1911 4" Barrel Custom 
IWB Holster

3" 1911 IWB Holster Black

1911 5" Government OWB 
Black w/Body Shield Holster

3.5" 1911 OWB 
Black Holster

1911 5" Government OWB 
Dual Snaps Black w/Body 

Shield Holster

3.5" Custom Made Brown 
OWB Holster for 1911

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the 4" 1911 IWB Item #0123. This holster 
was made for Inside the Waistband, it has 2" 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models. 

This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the 3" 1911 IWB Item #0049. This holster 
was made for Inside the Waistband, it has 
1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. 
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black 
Holster for the 5" Government 1911 OWB 
Item #0141. This holster was made for 
Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5"t Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the1911 3.5" . This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the 1911 Government OWB Dual Snaps 
w/Body shield Item #0164. This holster was 
made for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5" 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the 1911 3.5" . This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has belt loops 
1.5" size. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

$55.00 $49.95 $49.95

$55.00 $45.00 $45.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR 1911
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3.5”1911 IWB 
Holster Black

Custom Made 1911 Govern-
ment Model IWB Holster

4" 1911 OWB 
Black Holster

Custom Made Brown OWB 
Holster for 3" 1911

Custom Brown 1911 IWB 
Holster Dual Snaps

Custom Made Brown OWB 
Holster for 1911 Officer

  This is a custom hand made Black 
Holster for the 3.5" 1911 IWB Item #0122. 
This holster was made for Inside the 
Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and 
different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the 1911 Government Model Full Size 
IWB HolsterItem#0138. This holster was 
made for Inside the Waistband, it has 2" 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black 
Holster for the1911 4" . This holster was 
made for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5" 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the 1911 3". This holster was made for 
Outside the Waistband, it has belt loops 1.5" 
size. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the 1911 4” Barrel IWB .This holster was 
made for Inside the Waistband, it has 2” 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the 1911 Officer . This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has belt loops 
2" size. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

$55.00 $45.00 $55.00

$55.00 $55.00 $45.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR 1911
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 Kimber or 3" 1911 IWB 
Holster w/Spring Clips

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the 3" 1911 or Kimber IWB Spring Clips 
Holster . This holster was made for Inside 
the Waistband, it has Large Spring Clips. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

$59.95

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR 1911
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Beretta 92 IWB 
Holster Black

Beretta PX4 Storm 
Sub-Compact OWB w/

Bodyshield Holster

Beretta Nano IWB 
Holster Black

Beretta Tomcat IWB 
Holster Black

Beretta Nano OWB w/
Bodyshield Holster

PX4 Sub-Compact IWB 
Holster Black

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Beretta 92Item #0085. This holster 
was made for Inside the Waistband, it has 
1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun.
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the PX4 Storm Sub-Compact OWB /
Bodyshield Item #0083. This holster was 
made for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5" 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Beretta Nano IWB Dual Snaps Item# 
0063.This holster was made for Inside the 
Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and 
different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Beretta Tomcat IWB Dual Snaps w/
Bodyshield Item #0366. This holster was 
made for Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5" 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Beretta Nano OWB /BodyshieldItem 
#0065. This holster was made for Outside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Beretta PX4 Sub-Compact IWB 
Dual Snaps w/Bodyshield Item #0082. This 
holster was made for Inside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun.
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

$55.00 $55.00 $49.95

$49.95 $55.00 $49.95

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR BERETTA
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Bersa Thunder .380 OWB 
w/Shield Black

Custom OWB Brown Bersa 
Thunder 380

Bersa Thunder Custom 
IWB Holster Dual Snaps

OWB Black holster Bersa 
Thunder 380

Custom Made Bersa Thun-
der Brown IWB Holster

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Bersa Thunder OWB w/Shield Item 
#0089. This holster was made for Outside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the R Bersa Thunder 380. This holster 
was made for Outside the Waistband, it has 
1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz pre-
mium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Bersa Thunder IWB Item #0087. This 
holster was made for Inside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun.
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Bersa Thunder 380. This holster was 
made for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5" 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Bersa Thunder IWB BrownItem 
#0335. This holster was made for Inside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

$49.95 $55.00 $55.00

$45.00 $45.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR BERSA
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Boberg XR9-S IWB 
Shield Black

Boberg XR9-S OWB 
Shield Black

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Boberg XR9-S IWB Shield Item 
#0399. This holster was made for Inside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Boberg XR9-S OWB Shield Item 
#0400. This holster was made for Outside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

$55.00 $49.95

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR BOBERG
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Chiappa Rhino 2" IWB 
Holster Black

Chiappa Rhino 2" IWB 
Holster Brown

Chiappa Rhino 2" OWB w/
Body-shield Holster Black

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Chiappa Rhino 2" Item#0044 .This 
holster was made for Inside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun.
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the Chiappa Rhino 2" Item#0045 . This 
holster was made for Inside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Chiappa Rhino 2" OWB Black 
Item#0258 .This holster was made for Out-
side the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

$55.00 $55.00 $49.95

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR CHIAPPA
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Custom Glock Combo Package for All Glocks. Very Nice!
  This is a custom hand made Black Holster & Double Mag Holder to order for the Glock Firearm 
. PLESAE NOTE: This is a custom made package. Build time is 7-10 days.After payment please 
email us the type of Glock you want this build for. This holster package is made for Inside the 
Waistband, it has 2” Belt Loops for All Glocks. This package can be made for the right or the 
left hand shooter. All holsters are made with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters for different make and models.

$99.00

CUSTOM MADE COMBO PACKAGE
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Custom OWB Diamond 
Back 9mm Holster

Custom OWB w/Body 
Shield Diamond Back 9mm 

Holster

Diamon Back 9mm IWB 
Holster

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Diamond Back 9mm OWB Item 
#0058. This holster was made for Outside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Diamond Back 9mm OWB Shield 
Item #0059. This holster was made for Out-
side the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Diamond Back 9mm IWB ShieldI tem 
#0057. This holster was made for Inside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

$34.95 $38.95 $55.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR DIAMOND BACK
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INDEX

Custom IWB Holster For 
FN-57 Black

Custom Made Holster for 
the FNP-45

Custom IWB Holster For 
FNP-45 Black

FNP-40 OWB Holster 
Black w/Bodyshield

Custom IWB Holster For 
FNP-9 Black

FNP-40mm Black IWB 
Holster Black

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the FN-57Item #0092. This holster was 
made for Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5" 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the FNP-45 4.5" Barrel Item#0055 . This 
holster was made for Inside the Waistband, 
it has 2" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the FNP 45mm IWB w/shield Item #0053 
This holster was made for Inside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models. 

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the FNP 40mm OWB w/shield Item 
#0091 This holster was made for Outside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the FNP 9mm IWB w/shield Item #0090 
This holster was made for Inside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the FNP 40mm IWB w/shield Item #0090 
This holster was made for Inside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

$55.00 $55.00 $55.00

$55.00 $49.95 $55.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR FNP
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FNP-45mm OWB Holster 
Black w/Bodyshield

FNP-9mm OWB Holster 
Black w/Bodyshield

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the FNP 45 . This holster was made for 
Outside the Waistband, it has belt loops 1.5" 
size. This holster is for the right hand shoot-
er and is made with 7 oz premium leather, 
wet molded to fit the gun. If needed we can 
also make these holsters in left hand and 
different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the FNP 9mm OWB w/shieldItem 
#0091 This holster was made for Outside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

$49.95 $49.95

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR FNP
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Custom Glock Combo Package 
for All Glocks. Very Nice!

Custom IWB Holster For 
The Glock 30 Brown

Custom Holster for the 
Glock/19/23/32 With Thumb Break

Custom Made Glock 23 Brown 
IWB Holster Reinforced Mouth

Custom Holster Glock 23/19 
Dual Spring Clips IWB

Custom Made Glock 26 IWB 
Dual Spring Clips Black

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster & 
Double Mag Holder to order for the Glock Firearm. 
PLEASE NOTE: This is a custom made package. 
Build time is 7-10 days. After payment please 
email us the type of Glock you want this build for. 
This holster package is made for Inside the Waist-
band, it has 2" Belt Loops for All Glocks. This 
package can be made for the right or the left hand 
shooter. All holsters are made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed we 
can also make these holsters for different make 
and models.

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the Glock 30 Item#0001 .This holster was 
made for Inside the Waistband, it has Dual 
2" Belt Loops. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz premi-
um leather, wet molded to fit the gun.
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock/19/23/32 With Thumb Break 
. This holster was made for Outside the 
Waistband, it has loops for 1-1/2" Belt size. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the Glock 23 Inside The Waistband. This 
holster was made for Inside the Waistband, 
it has 2" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun.
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 23/19 Dual Spring Clips IWB . 
This holster was made for Inside the Waist-
band, it has Large Spring Clips. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 26. This holster was made for 
Inside the Waistband, it has Dual Spring 
Clips. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. 
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

$99.00 $49.95 $59.95

$55.00 $55.00 $59.95

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR GLOCK
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INDEX

Custom Made Glock 30 IWB 
Dual Snaps Reinforced Holster

Custom Made Glock 36 
IWB Dual Spring Clips

Custom Made Glock 30 IWB 
Dual Spring Clips Black

Custom Made Glock/19/23/32 
Holster Black

Custom Made Glock 36 
IWB Brown Reinforced

Custom OWB Brown Glock 
26 Holster

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 30 Dual Snaps and Reinforced 
Mouth Item#0024.This holster was made for 
Inside the Waistband, it has 2" Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 36. This holster was made for 
Inside the Waistband, it has Dual Spring 
Clips. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 30. This holster was made for 
Inside the Waistband, it has Dual Spring 
Clips. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock/19/23 Holster IWB Dual Snaps 
Item# 0026.This holster was made for Inside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the Glock 36 . This holster was made 
for Inside the Waistband, it has Dual 2" Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the Glock 26 . This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

$55.00 $59.95 $55.00

$59.95 $55.00 $45.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR GLOCK
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INDEX

Custom OWB Brown Glock 
27 Holster

Glock 17 IWB Holster

Custom OWB Brown Glock 
30 Holster

Glock 17 OWB Holster 
Shield Black

Custom OWB Brown Glock 
36 Holster

Glock 19 IWB Holster

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the Glock 27. This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Glock 17 IWB Item #0023. This 
holster was made for Inside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the Glock 30 Item#0002 .This holster was 
made for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5" 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for theGlock 17 OWB Item #0096. This hol-
ster was made for Outside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun.
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the Glock 36. This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Glock 23 IWB Item #0026. This 
holster was made for Inside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun.
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

$45.00 $45.00 $45.00

$55.00 $49.95 $55.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR GLOCK
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INDEX

Glock 19 OWB 3 Slot 
Holster Black

Glock 21 OWB Holster 
Shield Black

Glock 19 OWB Holster

Glock 22 IWB Holster

Glock 21 IWB Holster

Glock 22 OWB Holster 
Shield Black

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 19 Item#0274 . This holster 
was made for Outside the Waistband, it has 
1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz premi-
um leather, wet molded to fit the gun. 
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 21 OWB Item #0096. This hol-
ster was made for Outside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun.
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models..

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 19 OWB Item #0013. This hol-
ster was made for Outside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. 
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Glock 22 IWB Item #0023. This 
holster was made for Inside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. 
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Glock 21 IWB Item #0023. This 
holster was made for Inside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. 
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 22 OWB Item #0096. This hol-
ster was made for Outside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. 
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

$65.00 $49.95 $55.00

$49.95 $55.00 $49.95

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR GLOCK
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Glock 23 IWB Holster

Glock 23/19 IWB Single Clip 
Holster Black w/Shield

Glock 23 OWB 3 Slot 
Holster Black

Glock 23/19 OWB Holster 
Black

Glock 23 OWB Holster

Glock 26 IWB Holster

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Glock 23 IWB Item #0026. This 
holster was made for Inside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. 
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 23/19. This holster was made 
for Inside the Waistband, it has a Large 
Spring for extra hold on the belt. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 23 Item#0274 . This holster 
was made for Outside the Waistband, it has 
1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz premi-
um leather, wet molded to fit the gun. 
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 23/19 . This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 23 OWB Item #0013. This hol-
ster was made for Outside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. 
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Glock 26 IWB Item #0027. This 
holster was made for Inside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. 
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

$55.00 $65.00 $49.95

$44.95 $45.00 $55.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR GLOCK
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Glock 26 IWB Single Clip 
Holster Black w/Shield

Glock 26 OWB Holster 
Black

Glock 26 OWB 3 Slot 
Holster Black

Glock 27 IWB Holster

Glock 26 OWB Holster

Glock 27 IWB Single Clip 
Holster Black w/Shield

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 26. This holster was made for 
Inside the Waistband, it has a Large Spring 
for extra hold on the belt. This holster is for 
the right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. 
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 26 . This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 26 Item#0275 . This holster 
was made for Outside the Waistband, it has 
1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz premi-
um leather, wet molded to fit the gun. 
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Glock 27 IWB Item #0027. This 
holster was made for Inside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun.
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 26 OWB Item #0097. This hol-
ster was made for Outside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. 
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 27. This holster was made for 
Inside the Waistband, it has a Large Spring 
for extra hold on the belt. This holster is for 
the right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. 
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

$44.95 $65.00 $49.95

$45.00 $55.00 $44.95

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR GLOCK
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Glock 27 OWB 3 Slot 
Holster Black

Glock 30 Brown OWB 
Holster w/ Bodyshield

Glock 27 OWB Holster

Glock 30 IWB Single Clip 
Holster Black w/Shield

Glock 27 OWB Holster 
Black

Glock 30 OWB Holster 
Black

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 27 Item#0275 . This holster 
was made for Outside the Waistband, it has 
1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz premi-
um leather, wet molded to fit the gun. 
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Brown Glock 30 OWB /Bodyshield 
Item #0312. This holster was made for Out-
side the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 27 OWB Item #0097. This hol-
ster was made for Outside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. 
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 30. This holster was made for 
Inside the Waistband, it has a Large Spring 
for extra hold on the belt. This holster is for 
the right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 27 . This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 30 . This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

$65.00 $49.95 $45.00

$49.95 $49.95 $45.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR GLOCK
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Glock 30 OWB Holster 
w/ Bodyshield

Glock 36 IWB Holster

Glock 34 IWB Holster 
Black

Glock 36 IWB Single Clip 
Holster Black w/Shield

Glock 34 OWB Holster 
w/ Bodyshield

 Glock 36 OWB Holster

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 30 OWB Item #0098. This hol-
ster was made for Outside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun.
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Glock 23 IWB Item #0025. This 
holster was made for Inside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. 
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for theGlock 34 IWB Shield #0441 This 
holster was made for Inside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. 
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 36. This holster was made for 
Inside the Waistband, it has a Large Spring 
for extra hold on the belt. This holster is for 
the right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. 
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 34 OWB Shield #0443 This 
holster was made for Outside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 36 OWB Item #0051. This hol-
ster was made for Outside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. 
If needed we can also make these holsters 
in left hand and different make and models.

$49.95 $55.00 $49.95

$55.00 $44.95 $49.95

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR GLOCK
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Glock 36 OWB Holster 
Black

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Glock 36 . This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

$45.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR GLOCK
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Black Gun Belt

  Winthrop holsters gun belts are made with 
premium us grade leather. Our gun belts are 
1.5” and has the nickel plated roller buckle 
installed. This is made to last a lifetime. US 
leather. Black Roller buckle 

$39.95

CUSTOM MADE GUN BELTS
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Bucket Tote Chrome Zip Handbag
Concealed Carry Urban 

Shoulder Bag
Overall Tote Size: 10.5” T x 9.5” Bottom - 
11” Top W x 6.75” D Full grain tumbled drum 
dyed leather with microfiber accents Will get 
butter soft with use. Highly durable. Outside 
back LEFT AND RIGHT HAND vertical zip-
pered pocket access into concealed carry 
compartment. Zipper access opens to 6.75”. 
Compartment size: 7” W x 6.50” T. Holster 
included. Velcro(R) holds holster secure-
ly in place. Compartment will hold Ruger 
LCP type sizes. Fully padded compartment 
to minimize gun pattern as leather grows 
softer. Adjustable and removable SLASH 
RESISTANT shoulder strap. Wire reinforced. 
Cross body length. 2 main compartments for 
everyday use. Double zippered top entries. 
Extra organized pockets for accessories. 
Outside front vertical zippered pocket for 
immediate access to iPod(R) or IPhone(R). 
Outside back Horizontal zippered pocket. 
Fully lined. Color: Black. 2 lbs.

New Color for 2012 - Brown! Overall Tote 
Size: 13” W x 10.75” T x 2.5” D Full grain 
tumbled drum dyed leather Will get butter 
soft with use Highly durable FAST DRAW 
feature outside back
Back pocket has 3 position access to con-
cealed carry compartment Top Draw pocket 
allows fast access Magnetic closure holds 
pocket firmly closed Opening = 11.5” W 
LEFT AND RIGHT HAND vertical zippered 
access are in addition to Top Draw Zipper 
access opens to 7.0” T Compartment size: 
9”W x 6.75” T Holster included
Velcro(R) holds holster securely in place 
Compartment is sized for small automatics 
only such as Ruger LCP to maintain the 
slim bag profile Fully padded compartment 
to minimize gun pattern as leather grows 
softer Adjustable and removable SLASH 
RESISTANT shoulder strap Wire reinforced 
Cross Body style and length Chrome metal 
zippers Two front zippered pockets Leather 
Zipper pulls Top zip entry Interior zip pocket 
Two pockets to hold iPhone(R) and iPod(R) 
or lipstick, etc. Roomy enough for wallet, 
brush, glasses, keys, small book Fully lined 
Color: Black 2 lbs.

Designed for either Left or Right Handed use 
SLASH RESISTANT Shoulder Strap Can be 
worn cross-body Easily clips on and off
Wire reinforced Removable and Adjustable 
Tumbled and uncoated Full Grain Leather 
Will become butter soft within weeks of use
YET SO DURABLE! Includes Holster Chrome 
metal outside zipper pulls Flap-over front 
design Outside front zippered pocket Keeps 
underside organizer hidden and protected 
Organizer has 6 pockets, 2 zippered and 
holds pens, papers, cell phone, keys, loose 
change, iPOD, BlackBerry etc. Velcro�se-
curely holds flap in place Main Compartment 
has zippered closure for added security 
Roomy enough to hold necessities for the 
day or for travel Can hold a water bottle or 
book, maps, wallet, munchies, etc Outside 
back has open pocket Fully nylon lined 
Overall Bag Size: 7 3/4” wide x 10 1/4” tall 
x 3 3/4” deep Zippered back compartment 
size: 7” wide x 9” tall Zipper opens on all 
3 sides (left, top and right) Left and Right 
Handed use Great Man Bag!

$110.00 $126.00 $110.00 

CUSTOM MADE GUN PURSES
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GUN PURSES FOR 
CONCEALED CARRY

Evening Shoulder Pouch  Flap Over Messenger Jennifer’s Traveler
For Small Gun Sizes Only, like LCP Evening 
to Night - Night to Morning - Carry only 
necessities Designed for either left or right 
handed use Carry as a clutch or wear over 
the shoulder Removable Chain link Strap 
with decorative weaving Easily clips on and 
off Embossed Brushed Leather Leopard 
spot design Embossing creates two tone 
effect Leather tab zipper pulls Features 
specially designed Mini Holster For small 
gun sizes only like LCP Main compartment 
holds essentials Can hold small wallet, 
lipstick, cellphone, keys, perfume etc. Inside 
zippered pocket Second zippered com-
partment provides quick access Left and 
right handed use Opens on all three sides 
Fully lined with Gun Tote’n Mama logo lining 
Overall Bag size: 7 1/4” wide x 5 1/4” tall x 
3” deep Zippered back compartment size: 
6” wide x 4” tall Zipper opens on all three 
sides (top, left and right)

Designed for either Left or Right handed 
use CCW special backside zippered pocket 
Special padding to prevent imprinting Adjust 
holster to your comfort draw angle Compart-
ment is concealed by flap over cover SLASH 
RESISTANT Shoulder Strap Wire Reinforced 
Cross Body length Adjustable and Re-
movable Longest length = 49” / shortest = 
26 - 1/2” Tumbled and uncoated Full Grain 
Leather Will become butter soft with weeks 
of use Highly durable Lightweight Includes 
our standard holster Flap Over construction 
Magnetic snaps hold flap down and closed 
Organized Front Panel Protected by Flap 
cover 7 pockets including iPhone(R), pens, 
and zippered pocket Main Compartment 
holds daily necessities Large enough to hold 
large wallet, small water bottle, paperback, 
Easily holds an iPAD(R) or other tablets 
1 zippered pocket in lining Top zippered 
closure Outside back horizontal zippered 
pocket because you can’t have enough of 
them! Leather Zipper pulls Chrome hardware 
Fully lined with Gun Tote’n Mamas logo 
lining Overall Bag size: 12” Wide x 3 - 1/2 “ 
Deep x 9” Tall
Back zippered compartment size: 12” Wide 
x 8” Tall x 1 - 1/4” Deep Zipper opening: 
Opens on all 3 sides Available in Black

Stable design Curves to Fit Close to Body 
Designed for either Left or Right handed use 
CCW special backside zippered pocket Special 
padding to prevent imprinting Adjust holster 
to your comfort draw angle Compartment is 
concealed in back section SLASH RESISTANT 
Shoulder Strap Wire Reinforced Cross Body 
length Adjustable and Removable Longest 
length = 49” / shortest = 26-1/2” PLUS 
Extra 3” length provided by bag construction 
Tumbled and uncoated Full Grain Leather Will 
become butter soft with weeks of use Highly 
durable Lightweight Includes our standard 
holster Flap Over Front Styling Magnetic snaps 
hold flap down and closed 2 metal chrome 
zippered pockets Magnetic flap top Eyeglass 
pocket Under flap find 2 more large pocket 
Main Compartment holds daily necessities 9 
storage pockets Large enough to hold large 
wallet, small water bottle, paperback, receipts 
etc. Easily holds an iPAD(R) or other tablets 1 
zippered center pocket and 1 zip pocket in lin-
ing Top closure on 3 sides Leather Zipper pulls 
Chrome hardware Fully lined with Gun Tote’n 
Mamas logo lining Overall Bag itself size: 11” 
Wide x 3 - 1/2” deep x 9 - 1/2” Tall; Additional 
top yoke height = 2” Back zippered compart-
ment size: 9” Wide x 8” Tall x 1-1 /2” Deep
Zipper opening: 8” on both sides

$60.00 $156.00 $165.00

CUSTOM MADE GUN PURSES
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H&K P2000 IWB 
Black Holster

H&K USP 9mm IWB 
Black Holster

H&K P2000 IWB Dual 
Spring Clips Black Holster

1911 3.5" Barrel OWB w/
Body shield Holster

  This is a custom hand made Holster for 
the H&K P2000 IWB Black Item #0315 This 
holster was made for Inside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Holster for the 
H&K USP 9mm IWB Black Item #0339 This 
holster was made for Inside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Holster for the 
H&K P2000 Dual Spring Clips IWB Black 
Item #0427 This holster was made for Inside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Size Spring 
Clips. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Holster for the 
H&K USP 9mm IWB Black Item #0339 This 
holster was made for Inside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

$55.00 $59.95 $55.00

$55.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR H&K
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INDEX

Custom IWB Holster For 
Kahr MK-9 Black

Custom OWB w/Body 
Shield Kahr PM9 Holster

Custom IWB Holster For 
Kahr PM9 Black

Kahr CM-9 3 Slot 
Holster Black

Custom OWB Kahr PM9 
Holster

 Kahr CM-9 IWB Black

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Kahr MK-9 IWB w/shie ldItem #0007 
This holster was made for Inside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models. 

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Kahr PM9 . This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Kahr PM-9 IWB w/shiel dItem #0007 
This holster was made for Inside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Kahr CM-9 Item #0077. This holster 
was made for Outside the Waistband Thumb 
Break 3 Slots to adjust cant, it has 1.5” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models. 

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Kahr PM9. This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for theKahr CM-9 IWB w/shieldItem #0007 
This holster was made for Inside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

$55.00 $55.00 $34.95

$38.95 $65.00 $55.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR KAHR
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Kahr CM-9 IWB 
Brown Holster

Kahr MK9 IWB 
Brown Holster

Kahr MK 9 Pocket Holster

Kahr P380 Pocket Holster

Kahr MK-9 3 Slot 
Holster Black

 Kahr PM9 IWB 
Brown Holster

 This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the Kahr CM-9 IWB Shield Item #0369 
This holster was made for Inside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the Kahr MK-9 IWB Shield Item #0369 
This holster was made for Inside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Pocket 
Holster for the Kahr MK-9 Item #0287. This 
holster was made for Pocket Carry . This 
holster is for both right or left hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun.

  This is a custom hand made Black Pocket 
Holster for the Kahr P380 Item #0289. This 
holster was made for Pocket Carry . This 
holster is for both right or left hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Kahr MK-9 Item #0077. This holster 
was made for Outside the Waistband Thumb 
Break 3 Slots to adjust cant, it has 1.5” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the Kahr PM-9 IWB ShieldItem #0369 
This holster was made for Inside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

$55.00 $34.95 $65.00

$55.00 $34.95 $55.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR KAHR
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Kahr PM9 Pocket Holster KahrPM-9 3 Slot 
Holster Black

  This is a custom hand made Black Pocket 
Holster for the Kahr PM-9 Item #0287. This 
holster was made for Pocket Carry . This 
holster is for both right or left hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Kahr PM-9 Item #0077. This holster 
was made for Outside the Waistband Thumb 
Break 3 Slots to adjust cant, it has 1.5” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

$34.95 $65.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR KAHR
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KelTec PF9 IWB 
Black Holster

 KelTec PF9 OWB 
Black Holster

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the KelTec PF9IWBItem #0060. This 
holster was made for Inside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models. 

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the KelTec PF9OWBItem #0062. This hol-
ster was made for Outside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models. 

$55.00 $49.95

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR KELTEC
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Custom IWB Holster For 
Kimber Solo Black

Kimber Eclipse Ultra II IWB 
Holster Black

Kimber Compact CDP II 4inch 
Barrel Custom IWB Holster

Kimber Pro Raptor II 4inch 
Barrel Custom IWB Holster

Kimber Eclipse Pro II 4inch 
Barrel Custom IWB Holster

Kimber Solo 
Pocket Holster

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Kimber Solo . This holster was made 
for Inside the Waistband, it has Dual 2” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Kimber Eclipse Ultra II 3” 1911 
IWB Item #0049. This holster was made for 
Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Compact CDPII 4” 1911 IWB Item 
#0123. This holster was made for Inside the 
Waistband, it has 2” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Pro Raptor II 4” 1911 IWB Item 
#0123. This holster was made for Inside the 
Waistband, it has 2” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Eclipse Pro II 4” 1911 IWB Item 
#0123. This holster was made for Inside the 
Waistband, it has 2” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Pocket 
Holster for the Kimber Solo Item #0290. This 
holster was made for Pocket Carry . This 
holster is for both right or left hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun.

$55.00 $55.00 $55.00

$55.00 $55.00 $34.95

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR KIMBER
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Kimber Tactical Pro II 4inch 
Barrel Custom IWB Holster

Kimber Ultra Crimson 
Carry II IWB Holster Black

Kimber Ultra Carry II IWB 
Holster Black

Kimber Ultra Raptor II IWB 
Holster Black

Kimber Ultra CDP II IWB 
Holster Black

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Tactical ProII 4” 1911 IWB Item 
#0123. This holster was made for Inside the 
Waistband, it has 2” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Kimber Ultra Crimson Carry II 
3” 1911 IWB Item #0049. This holster was 
made for Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Kimber Ultra Carry II 3” 1911 
IWB Item #0048. This holster was made for 
Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Kimber Ultra Raptor II 3” 1911 
IWB Item #0049. This holster was made for 
Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Kimber Ultra CDP II 3” 1911 
IWB Item #0049. This holster was made for 
Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

$55.00 $55.00 $55.00

$55.00 $55.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR KIMBER
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Custom Made Black M&P 9mm 
IWB Holster Dual Snaps

Custom Smith & Wesson M&P 
Shield OWB w/Bodyshield Holster

 Custom Smith & Wesson 
M&P Shield IWB Holster

M&P 40 - 4.25” barrel IWB 
Black Holster Dual Snaps

Custom Smith & Wesson M&P 
Shield OWB 3 Slot Thumb 

Break Holster

Smith & Wesson M&P Shield 
OWB w/o bodyshield

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the M&P 9mm Item: 0034. This holster 
was made for Inside the Waistband, it has 
belt loops 2” size. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz pre-
mium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Smith & Wesson M&P ShieldOWB 
Item #0322. This holster was made for Out-
side the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the M&P Shield IWB . This holster was 
made for Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the M&P 40 Item: 0034. This holster was 
made for Inside the Waistband, it has belt 
loops 2” size. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz pre-
mium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Smith & Wesson M&P Shield OWB 3 
Slot Thumb-Break Item #0355. This holster 
was made for Outside the Waistband, it has 
1.5” Belt Loops. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz pre-
mium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the M&P Shield Item#0174 . This holster 
was made for Outside the Waistband, it has 
1.5” Belt Loops. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz pre-
mium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

$55.00 $55.00 $65.00

$49.95 $55.00 $45.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTERS FOR M&P
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Custom Mag Holster 
Double Stack IWB

Custom single Mag 
Holster Double Stack OWB

Custom OWB Dual Double 
Stack Mag Holder

Custom single Mag 
Holster Single Stack OWB

Custom OWB Dual Single 
Stack Mag Holder

  This Mag holster was made for Inside 
side the Waistband, it has 2” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these mag in left hand and different 
make and models. 

  This Mag holster was made for Outside 
side the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun.
If needed we can also make these mag in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This Mag holster was made for Outside 
side the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun.
If needed we can also make these mag in 
left hand and different make and models. 

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the 1911 4 1/4" IWB /Body shield Item 
#0314. This holster was made for Inside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5" Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and 
different make and models.

  This Mag holster was made for Outside 
side the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun.
If needed we can also make these mag in 
left hand and different make and models.

$55.00 $45.00 $45.00

$35.00 $35.00

CUSTOM MADE MAGAZINE HOLDERS
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Micro Desert Eagle IWB Holster
  This is a custom hand made Black Holster for the Micro Desert Eagle IWB Dual Snaps w/Body-
shieldItem #0111. This holster was made for Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit the 
gun. If needed we can also make these holsters in left hand and different make and models.

$55.00
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Custom OWB Kimber 
Solo Holster

Custom OWB w/Body 
Shield Kimber Solo Holster

1911 3.5" Barrel OWB w/
Body shield Holster

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Kimber Solo .This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Kimber Solo . This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Ruger LCP with Crimson Trace IWB 
Holster with Mag Holder . This holster was 
made for Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models. 

$34.95 $38.95 $55.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR OTHER GUNS
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Black RugerLCP/Kel-Tec 
P32 & P-3A w/Mag Holder

Custom OWB Brown 
Ruger SR9-C Holster

Custom IWB Holster For Ruger 
LCP/Crimson Trace BlacK

Custom OWB Ruger LCP 
Holster

Custom OWB Brown 
Ruger P95

 Custom OWB Ruger LCP 
w/Crimson Holster

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the RugerLCP/Kel-Tec P3AT /Mag 
Holder . This holster was made for Outside 
the Waistband, it has belt loops 2” size. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models. 

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the Ruger SR9-C . This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Ruger LCP Crimson Trace laser IWB 
Shield Item #0155. This holster was made 
for Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Ruger LCP . This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the Ruger P95 . This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Ruger LCP w/Crimson Trace . This 
holster was made for Outside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

$55.00 $55.00 $45.00

$45.00 $34.95 $34.95

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR RUGER
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INDEX

Custom OWB w/Body Shield 
Ruger LCP Crimson Trace

Ruger LC9 IWB 
Black Holster

Custom OWB w/Body 
Shield Ruger LCP Holster

Ruger LC9 OWB w/Shield 
Holster

Ruger LC9 Crimson Trace 
OWB w/Shield Holster

Ruger LC9 w/Crimson IWB 
Black Holster

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Ruger LCP Crimson Trace OWB 
Shield Item #0158. This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for theRuger LC9 IWBItem #0163. This hol-
ster was made for Outside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Ruger LCP OWB ShieldI tem 
#0010. This holster was made for Outside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Ruger LC9 OWB w/Shield Holste 
rItem #0165. This holster was made for Out-
side the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models. 

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for theRuger LC9 Crimson OWB w/Shield 
HolsterItem #0169. This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Ruger LC9 IWB w/Crimson Item 
#0167. This holster was made for Inside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

$38.95 $38.95 $49.95

$55.00 $49.95 $55.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR RUGER
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INDEX

Ruger LCP Crimson IWB 
w/Attached Mag Holster

Ruger LCP w/Crimson 
Trace Pocket Holster

Ruger LCP IWB Dual 
Snaps Black

Ruger LCR IWB Dual 
Spring Clips

Ruger LCP Pocket Holster

 Ruger LCR OWB Holster

  This is a custom hand made Holster for 
the Ruger LCP Crimson Trace w/Attached 
Mag Item #0156 This holster was made for 
Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Pocket 
Holster for the Ruger LCP w/Crimson Trace 
Item #0293. This holster was made for 
Pocket Carry . This holster is for both right 
or left hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Ruger LCP IWB Shield Item #0009. 
This holster was made for Inside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models. 

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Ruger LCR IWB Spring Clips Hol-
ster Item #0178. This holster was made for 
Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Pocket 
Holster for the Ruger LCP Item #0292. This 
holster was made for Pocket Carry . This 
holster is for both right or left hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Ruger LCR OWB Holster Item 
#0179. This holster was made for Outside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models. 

$59.95 $55.00 $34.95

$34.95 $59.95 $45.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR RUGER
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INDEX

Ruger P95 IWB Holster

Ruger SR9-C IWB Black 
Holster

Ruger P95 OWB 
Holster Black

Ruger SR9-C IWB Single Clip 
Holster Black w/Shield

Ruger SR40-C IWB 
Black Holster

Ruger SR9-C OWB Holster 
Black

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Ruger P95 IWB Holster Item #0181. 
This holster was made for Inside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for theRuger SR9-C IWBItem #0066.This 
holster was made for Outside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun.If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Ruger P-95 . This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Ruger SR9-C. This holster was made 
for Inside the Waistband, it has a Large 
Spring for extra hold on the belt. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for theRuger SR40-C IWBItem #0259.This 
holster was made for Outside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun.If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Ruger SR9-C . This holster was 
made for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5” 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

$55.00 $45.00 $55.00

$55.00 $44.95 $45.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR RUGER
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INDEX

Custom IWB Holster For 
the Sig Sauer P-238 BlacK

Custom OWB Sig Sauer 
P938 Holster

Custom IWB Holster For 
the Sig Sauer P-938 BlacK

Custom OWB w/Body Shield 
Sig Sauer P238 Holster

Custom OWB Sig Sauer 
P238 Holster

Custom OWB w/Body Shield 
Sig Sauer P938 Holster

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Sig Sauer P238 IWB /Bodyshield 
Item #0028. This holster was made for 
Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Sig Sauer 938 OWB Item #0373. This 
holster was made for Outside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Sig Sauer 938 IWB /Bodyshield Item 
#0303. This holster was made for Inside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Sig Sauer P238 OWB /Bodyshield 
Item #0030. This holster was made for Out-
side the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Sig Sauer P238 OWB Item 
#0031. This holster was made for Outside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Sig Sauer 938 OWB /Bodyshield Item 
#0319. This holster was made for Outside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

$55.00 $55.00 $34.95

$34.95 $38.95 $38.95

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR SIG SAUER
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INDEX

Custom Sig Sauer P226/P226- 
R Holster Dual Snaps Black

 Sig Sauer P229 OWB w/
Bodyshield

Custom Sig Sauer P229/P229- 
R Holster Dual Snaps Black

Sig Sauer P238 IWB w/
Crimson Laser

Sig Sauer P226 OWB w/
Bodyshield

Sig Sauer P238 IWB w/Sig 
Laser Holster

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Sig Sauer P226 IWB /Bodyshield 
Item #0029. This holster was made for 
Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models. 

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Sig Sauer P229 OWB /Bodyshield 
Item #0014. This holster was made for Out-
side the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Sig Sauer P229/P229-R. This holster 
was made for Inside the Waistband, it has 2” 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Sig Sauer P238 w/Crimson Laser 
Item #0188. This holster was made for 
Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Sig Sauer P226 OWB /Bodyshield 
Item #0184. This holster was made for Out-
side the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Sig Sauer P238 w/Sig Laser Item 
#0265. This holster was made for Inside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

$55.00 $55.00 $49.95

$49.95 $55.00 $55.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR SIG SAUER
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INDEX

Sig Sauer P238 OWB 
Shield w/Crimson Laser

Sig Sauer P239 IWB Black

Sig Sauer P238 OWB 
Shield w/Sig Laser

Sig Sauer P290 IWB 
Holster Black

Sig Sauer P238 Pocket 
Holster

Sig Sauer P938 Outside w/
Dual Snaps Holster

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Sig Sauer P238 w/Crimson Laser 
Item #0190. This holster was made for Out-
side the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Sig Sauer P239 IWB Shield #0327 
This holster was made for Inside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models. 

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Sig Sauer P238 w/SigLaser Item 
#0267. This holster was made for Outside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Sig Sauer P290 IWB Dual Snaps 
Item# 0076.This holster was made for Inside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and is 
made with 7 oz premium leather, wet mold-
ed to fit the gun.If needed we can also make 
these holsters in left hand and different 
make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Pocket 
Holster for the Sig Sauer P238 Item #0291. 
This holster was made for Pocket Carry 
. This holster is for both right or left hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the 938 OWB Dual Snaps w/Bodyshield 
Item #0363. This holster was made for Out-
side the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

$38.95 $38.95 $34.95

$55.00 $55.00 $55.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR SIG SAUER
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INDEX

1-7/8" J-Frame IWB Dual 
Spring Clips

Custom Black Smith & Wesson 
Bodyguard .38 OWB Holster

2" J-Frame IWB Dual 
Spring Clips

Custom OWB Smith & Wesson 
Bodyguard 380 Holster

Black OWB Smith & Wesson 
Bodyguard .38 OWB Holster

Custom OWB w/Body Shield 
S&W Bodyguard 380 Holster

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the 1-7/8" Barrel J-Frame . This holster 
was made for Inside the Waistband, it has 
Dual Spring Clips. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz pre-
mium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

 This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Smith & Wesson Bodyguard .38 
Thumb Break Item#0003. This holster was 
made for Outside the Waistband, it has 2” 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the 2" Barrel J-Frame . This holster was 
made for Inside the Waistband, it has Dual 
Spring Clips. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz pre-
mium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the S&W Bodyguard 380 . This holster 
was made for Outside the Waistband, it has 
1.5” Belt Loops. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz pre-
mium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Smith & Wesson Bodyguard 38 . This 
holster was made for Outside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the S&W Bodyguard OWB w/shield Item 
#0075 This holster was made for Outside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

$59.95 $59.95 $44.95

$55.00 $34.95 $38.95

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR SMITH & WESSON
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INDEX

Custom Smith & Wesson J 
Frame Cross-Draw 

Holster 1-7/8"

Custom Smith & Wesson 
M&P Shield IWB Holster

Custom Smith & Wesson M&P 
Compact 40mm IWB Holster

Custom Smith & Wesson 
M&P Shield OWB 3 Slot 
Thumb Break Holster

Custom Smith & Wesson M&P 
Compact 9mm IWB Holster

Custom Smith & Wesson 
M&P Shield OWB 

w/Bodyshield Holster

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Smith & Wesson J Frame Cross-
Draw Holster 1-7/8" Barrel . This holster 
was made for Outside the Waistband, it has 
1-1/2”” Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the M&P Shield IWB . This holster was 
made for Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the M&P Compact 40mm IWB Shield 
#0327 This holster was made for Inside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Smith & Wesson M&P Shield OWB 3 
Slot Thumb-Break Item #0355. This holster 
was made for Outside the Waistband, it has 
1.5” Belt Loops. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz pre-
mium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the M&P Compact 9mm IWB Shield 
#0327 This holster was made for Inside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Smith & Wesson M&P Shield OWB 
Item #0322. This holster was made for Out-
side the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

$49.95 $55.00 $55.00

$55.00 $65.00 $49.95

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR SMITH & WESSON
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INDEX

M&P 40 - 4.25" barrel IWB 
Black Holster Dual Snaps

Smith & Wesson Body-
guard 380 IWB Holster

Smith & Wesson .38 Bodyguard 
IWB Dual Snaps Holster

Smith & Wesson Body-
guard 380 IWB w/attached 

Mag Holster

Smith & Wesson .38 Bodyguard 
IWB Dual Spring Clips Holster

Smith & Wesson Body-
guard 380 Pocket Holster

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the M&P 40 Item: 0034. This holster was 
made for Inside the Waistband, it has belt 
loops 2” size. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz pre-
mium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Smith & Wesson Bodyguard 380 IWB 
. This holster was made for Inside the Waist-
band, it has 2” Belt Loops. This holster is for 
the right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Holster for the 
S&W .38 IWB Dual Snaps .38 Bodyguard 
Insight Laser Item #0461 This holster was 
made for Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” 
Belt loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the S&W Bodyguard IWB holster with 
attached Mag Item #0073 This holster was 
made for Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the 2”S&W .38 Bodyguard . This holster 
was made for Inside the Waistband, it has 
Dual Spring Clips. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz pre-
mium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Pocket 
Holster for the Smith & Wesson Bodyguard 
380 Item #0288. This holster was made for 
Pocket Carry . This holster is for both right 
or left hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun.

$55.00 $55.00 $59.95

$55.00 $59.95 $34.95

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR SMITH & WESSON
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INDEX

Smith & Wesson Governor 
OWB w/Bodyshield Holster

Smith & Wesson M&P .45 OWB 
w/Bodyshield Holster

Smith & Wesson J Frame 
Holster

Smith & Wesson M&P 40mm 
4 1/4" Barrel OWB holster w/

Bodyshield & Dual Snaps

Smith & Wesson M&P 9mm 
4 1/4" Barrel OWB holster w/

Bodyshield & Dual Snaps

Smith & Wesson M&P .45 
IWB Black

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the S&W Governor OWB Shield Item 
#0202 This holster was made for Outside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the M&P .45 OWB Shield #0200. This 
holster was made for Outside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Smith & Wesson J Frame Revolver 
Holster . This holster was made for Outside 
the Waistband, it has 1-1/2” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the S&W 40mm 4 1/4” Barrel OWB Dual 
Snaps w/Bodyshield Item #0365. This hol-
ster was made for Outside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the S&W 9mm 4 1/4” Barrel OWB Dual 
Snaps w/Bodyshield Item #0365. This hol-
ster was made for Outside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the M&P .45 IWB #0199. This holster was 
made for Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

$55.00 $44.95 $55.00

$49.95 $55.00 $

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR SMITH & WESSON
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Smith & Wesson M&P Shield 
OWB w/o bodyshield

Smith & Wesson Sigma 
IWB w/Bodyshield Holster

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the M&P Shield Item#0174 . This holster 
was made for Outside the Waistband, it has 
1.5” Belt Loops. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz pre-
mium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the S&W Sigma IWB Shield #0454. This 
holster was made for Inside the Waistband, 
it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

$45.00 $55.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR SMITH & WESSON
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INDEX

Springfield Sub-Compact 
3” OWB w/Shield Holster

Springfield XD .45 IWB 
Holster

Springfield XD .40 IWB 
Holster

Springfield XD .45 OWB w/
Shield Holster

Springfield XD .40 OWB w/
Shield Holster

Springfield XD 9mm IWB 
Holster

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Springfield XDM OWB w/Shield 
Holster#0177. This holster was made for 
Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Springfield XD 45 IWB Holster#0476. 
This holster was made for Inside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Springfield XD 40 IWB Holster#0011. 
This holster was made for Inside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Springfield XD .45 OWB w/Shield 
Holster#0477. This holster was made for 
Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Springfield XD .40 OWB w/Shield 
Holster#0211. This holster was made for 
Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Springfield XD 9mm IWB Hol-
ster#0011. This holster was made for Inside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

$49.95 $55.00 $49.95

$55.00 $49.95 $55.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR SPRINGFIELD
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INDEX

Springfield XD 9mm OWB 
w/Shield Holster

Springfield XDM 3.8 OWB 
w/Shield Holster

Springfield XD Sub-Com-
pact IWB Holster 3"

Springfield XDM IWB 
Holster 3.8"

Springfield XD Sub-Compact 
OWB 3 Slot Holster Black

Springfield XDS IWB Black 
Holster

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Springfield XD 9mm OWB w/
Shield Holster#0211. This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Springfield XDM OWB w/Shield 
Holster#0177. This holster was made for 
Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Springfield XD Sub-Compact IWB 
Holster#0212. This holster was made for 
Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Springfeild XDM IWB Holster#0176. 
This holster was made for Inside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the XD Sub-Compact Item #0353. This 
holster was made for Outside the Waistband 
Thumb Break 3 Slots to adjust cant, it has 
1.5” Belt Loops. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz pre-
mium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the XDS IWB Item #0309. This holster 
was made for Inside the Waistband, it has 
1.5” Belt Loops. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz pre-
mium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

$49.95 $55.00 $65.00

$49.95 $55.00 $55.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR SPRINGFIELD
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Springfield XDS IWB 
Brown Holster

Springfield XDS OWB 
Black Holster

Springfield XDS OWB Dual 
Snaps w/Bodyshield

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the XDS Item #0333. This holster was 
made for Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the XDS IWBItem #0310. This holster 
was made for Outside the Waistband, it has 
1.5” Belt Loops. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz pre-
mium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the XDS OWB Dual Snaps w/Bodyshield 
Item #0364. This holster was made for Out-
side the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

$55.00 $49.95

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR SPRINGFIELD
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Steyr C9A1 OWB w/Shield 
Holster

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Steyr C9A1 OWB Shield Item 
#0377 This holster was made for Outside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models. 

$49.95

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR STEYR
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Custom Holster Taurus 
Judge Public Defender 

OWB Shield

Custom Made Holster 
for Taurus 738 TCP Dual 

Snaps IWB

Custom IWB Holster For 
Taurus 738 Crimson Trace 

Black

Custom Made Holster For 
Taurus Judge 

Public Defender

Custom IWB Taurus Judge 
Public Defender Dual 

Snaps

Custom Made Taurus 
Judge PD Cross Draw 

OWB

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Taurus Judge Public Defender OWB 
With Body Shield Item#0004. This holster 
was made for Outside the Waistband, it has 
2” Belt Loops. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz pre-
mium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Taurus 738 IWB Shield Item #0005. 
This holster was made for Inside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models. 

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Taurus 738 Crimson Trace laser IWB 
Shield Item #0217. This holster was made 
for Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Taurus Judge Public Defender . This 
holster was made for Outside the Waist-
band, it has 2” Belt Loops. This holster is for 
the right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the Taurus Judge Public Defender Cross 
Draw . This holster was made for Outside 
the Waistband, it has 2” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Taurus Judge Public Defender 2” 
Barrel . This holster was made for Inside the 
Waistband, it has 2” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
to fit the gun. If needed we can also make 
these holsters in left hand and 
different make and models.

$49.00 $55.00 $55.00

$55.00 $45.00 $49.95

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR TAURUS
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$34.95 $34.95 $38.95

$38.95 $55.00 $55.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR TAURUS

Custom OWB Taurus 738 
TCP Holster

Custom OWB w/Body 
Shield Taurus738 TCP 

Holster

Custom OWB Taurus 738 
TCP w/Crimson Trace 

Holster

Custom Polymer IWB 
Taurus Judge 

Public Defender

Custom OWB w/Body 
Shield Taurus738 TCP 

Crimson Trace

Custom Taurus 709 Slim 
Brown IWB Holster 

Dual Snaps

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Taurus 738 TCP . This holster was 
made for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5” 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Taurus 738 OWB Shield Item 
#0216. This holster was made for Outside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Taurus 738 TCP w/Crimson 
Trace . This holster was made for Outside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Taurus Judge Public Defender 2” 
Barrel . This holster was made for Inside the 
Waistband, it has 2” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the Taurus 709 Slim Dual Snaps . This 
holster was made for Inside the Waistband, 
it has 2” Belt Loops. This holster is for the 
right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Taurus 738 Crimson Trace laser OWB 
ShieldItem #0219. This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.
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$45.00 $64.95 $64.95

$49.95 $49.95 $59.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR TAURUS

Custom Taurus 709 Slim 
Brown OWB Holster

Polymer Taurus Judge 
Cross Draw Brown

Custom Taurus Judge IWB 
Dual Spring Clips

Polymer Taurus Judge 
Public Defender Cross 

Draw Black

Custom Taurus Polymer 
Judge IWB Dual Spring 

Clips

Polymer Taurus Judge 
Public Defender IWB 

T-Break Shield

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the Taurus 709 Slim OWB Brown . This 
holster was made for Inside the Waistband, 
it has 1-1/2” Belt Loops. This holster is for 
the right hand shooter and is made with 7 oz 
premium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Brown Hol-
ster for the Polymer Taurus Judge Public 
Defender Cross Draw . This holster was 
made for Outside the Waistband, it has 2” 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Holster 
for Taurus Judger PD Dual Spring Clips . 
This holster was made for Inside side the 
Waistband, it has 1.5” - 2” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these mag in left hand and different 
make and models. 

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Polymer Taurus Judge Public 
Defender Cross Draw . This holster was 
made for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5” 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Polymer Taurus Judge Public 
Defender Item #0237 IWB . This holster was 
made for Inside the Waistband, it has 2” 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Holster 
forTaurus Judge Polymer PD Dual Spring 
Clips . This holster was made for Inside side 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” - 2” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these mag in left hand and different 
make and models.
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$49.00 $55.00 $49.95

$59.95 $55.00 $55.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR TAURUS

Polymer Taurus Judge 
Public Defender OWB 

Shield

Taurus 738 Crimson Trace 
Attached Mag IWB Black

Taurus 709 Slim IWB 
Holster Black

Taurus Judge 3”Cylinder 
3” Barrel OWB 

w/Bodyshield Holster

Taurus 709 Slim OWB 
Shield Holster

Taurus Judge PD IWB 
Brown Re-Inforced 

Dual Snaps

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Taurus Judge Public Defender 
OWB With Body Shield . This holster was 
made for Outside the Waistband, it has 2” 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Taurus 738 Crimson w/attached mag 
IWB Shield #0413 This holster was made for 
Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. 
This holster is for the right hand shooter 
and is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Taurus 709 Slim IWB Dual Snaps 
Item# 0242.This holster was made for Inside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Taurus Judge 3” Cylinder 3” Barrel 
OWB Shield Item #0231 This holster was 
made for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5” 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the Taurus Judge PD IWB .This holster 
was made for Inside the Waistband, it has 2” 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Taurus 709 Slim OWB Shield 
#0244. This holster was made for Outside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.
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$55.00 $49.95 $59.00

$49.00 $44.95 $44.95

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR TAURUS

Taurus Judge Poly Thumb-
Break OWB w/Bodyshield 

Holster

Taurus Judge Public 
Defender OWB 
Shield Brown

Taurus Judge Public 
Defender Cross 

Draw Black

Taurus PT709 Slim Brown 
Holster With Marine 

Corps Logo

Taurus Judge Public 
Defender IWB 

Tumb-Break Shield

Taurus PT709 Slim Holster 
With Marine Corps Logo

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Taurus Judge Poly Thumb-Break 
Shield OWB Shield Item #0404 This holster 
was made for Outside the Waistband, it has 
1.5” Belt Loops. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz pre-
mium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Brown Hol-
ster for the Taurus Judge Public Defender 
Outside the waistband. This holster was 
made for Outside the Waistband, it has 2” 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Taurus Judge Public Defender Cross 
Draw . This holster was made for Outside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Brown Holster 
for the Taurus PT709 Slim . This holster was 
made for Outside the Waistband, it has belt 
loops 2” size. This holster is for the right 
hand shooter and is made with 7 oz pre-
mium leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If 
needed we can also make these holsters in 
left hand and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Taurus PT709 Slim Holster with 
Marine Corps Logo . This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1-1/2” 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Taurus Judge Public Defender Steel 
Frame IWB Item#0224 . This holster was 
made for Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.
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Walther PK 380 IWB 
Leather Holster Dual Snaps

Walther PPQ IWB Leather 
Holster Dual Snaps

Walther PK 380 OWB 
Holster w/Body Shield

Walther PPQ OWB Holster 
w/Body Shield

Walther PPK IWB Leather 
Holster Dual Snaps

Walther PPS IWB Leather 
Holster Dual Snaps

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Walther PK 380 IWB Holster Item 
#0251. This holster was made for Inside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Hol-
ster for the Walther PPQ IWB Holster Item 
#0253. This holster was made for Inside 
the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This 
holster is for the right hand shooter and 
is made with 7 oz premium leather, wet 
molded to fit the gun. If needed we can also 
make these holsters in left hand and differ-
ent make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Walther PK 380 OWB Holster w/
Body Shield Item #0252. This holster was 
made for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5” 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Walther PPQ OWB Holster w/Body 
Shield Item #0254. This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Walther PPK IWB . This holster was 
made for Inside the Waistband, it has 1.5” 
Belt Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models.

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for theWalther PPS IWB HolsterItem #0247. 
This holster was made for Inside the Waist-
band, it has 1.5” Belt Loops. This holster 
is for the right hand shooter and is made 
with 7 oz premium leather, wet molded to fit 
the gun. If needed we can also make these 
holsters in left hand and different make and 
models.

$55.00 $49.95 $55.00

$55.00 $49.95 $55.00

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR WALTHER
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Walther PPS OWB Holster 
w/Body Shield

  This is a custom hand made Black Holster 
for the Walther PPS OWB Holster w/Body 
Shield Item #0248. This holster was made 
for Outside the Waistband, it has 1.5” Belt 
Loops. This holster is for the right hand 
shooter and is made with 7 oz premium 
leather, wet molded to fit the gun. If needed 
we can also make these holsters in left hand 
and different make and models. 

$49.95

CUSTOM MADE HOLSTER FOR WALTHER
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